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Hope this helps. One thing I have for certain is skinning as I level to help pay for the 40 mount early on. You do a number of quests for them if you’re Alliance. We propose builds for all specializations, with a focus on Combat for raiding. You should always be on the lookout for potential ranged weapon upgrades which have a higher DPS than your
current weapon. Rogues need herbalism, at the very least, for Swifthistle tea, and Vanish reagent. Core Armor Kits can make you some good money if you snag the pattern (+3 Def). Dungeons can take a while to get to and a group wipe can set you back a lot of time, since you spawn at the closest graveyard outside of the dungeon and have to run
back in. 20 Jun. Skinning / Herbalism while leveling. However, per my above point, a guild really only needs a couple LWs (maybe 1 Tribal, 1Dragon). The best stat for Rogues is Agility/Strength for damage, since they both increase your attack power, however Agility also increases Critical Strike Chance and Dodge as well. The strongest build for
leveling uses swords in both your Main hand and Off-hand. These professions are more niche. Once I’m 60 I’m not sure whether to go Mining/Engineering for PVP or Herbalism/Alchemy for gold. You will need ore, cloth, gems , powder, stones, etc. That’s not to say you cannot make good money with these profs. 1 Like Personally, I always had one
gather toon (mage or hunter) I would start the rogue with Mining/Eng once capped on Engineering. Personally I feel like engineering fits in with all the SI7 stuff. If you go engineering it will be a time and money sink. 3.1.2. Gear Options While leveling, one of the most important things to look for is weapon upgrades. 2019: Improved presentation of
talent picks by level for Dagger build. This is especially true for gathering professions, but crafting professions compensate by giving you extra tools to level with. Yeah I can’t make up my mind between herbalism / Alchemy or mining / engineering. 2019: Made it clearer that the Sword build must use Daggers and Backstab until Level 10, when Sword
Weapon Mastery can be purchased from a trainer. So to answer your question… reason they are not that popular is there are better Gathering Profs for money making and limited high profit generating patterns long term. Our Gear guide for DPS Rogues lists all the optimal pieces of gear that you will want to farm at Level 60, in order to optimize
your damage with a pre-BiS list for those trying to gear up for raiding. Rogue Weapons guide 5. The experience you get for each kill quickly, and drastically, drops as you level past the enemies you are killing. Check out our Classic Forum! 43 comments WoW Classic WoW Classic General Discussion Hey everyone! So I’m SUPER pumped to play
Classic again and start a new rogue but I’m having a difficult time picking professions! I looked at the World of Warcraft: Classic Census and it seems that Leatherworking and Skinning is super unpopular. Make sure you buy Dual Wield at level 10, this will significantly increase your damage output. –That being said, Devilsaur farming is highly
competitive and requires a group to effectively fight for spawns (layering should help). 2019: Added a note about the importance of Dual Wielding. Weapon Options for Leveling Roguess in WoW Classic Getting upgrades on any piece of gear will help the leveling process, but the single most important upgrades to look for are weapons. That quest is
broken down in great detail down below. Însanity: Yeah I need herbing for Blind and the tea for sure… DAMNIT! This is so hard to choose! I keep going back to LW/Skinning just to be able to make gear. They do offer some of the best gear and dungeon quests give much more XP than normal quests, with some dungeons offering multiple quests for
you to do. If you hold a early Devilsaur Pattern and farm the leather in Phase 1 there is certainly opportunity for significant profit. This is classic, so pots and elixirs are actually helpful for leveling. Thistle tea and Blinding Powder for sure but I think you’re right and poison reagents are just purchased. You can switch to Engineering later if you want
however as it’s definitely the best for impacting PvE/PvP. The problem with LW is that while leveling, your quest rewards and random drops are better than the gear you can make for the most part. There is no better feeling than being able to vanish and save your raid when your jumper cables finally decide to work!!! It is fun being the hero! 1 Like
SO MANY CHOICES! I’ve been going insane for weeks watching youtube videos and reading and it’s just so tough. It’s Alliance specific, but it’s basically the human covert ops. Much harder than any profession. Eng/Mining is nice but if you don’t mind spending a little you could also go Eng/Herb for your own reagents and also stealth herb farms for
some gold. While detailing every single quest and the optimal leveling routes is beyond its scope, we will provide some information on your class-specific quests and some general leveling tips. I’m curious as to why when it looks like pre-raid BIS is made from LW and even some best end game items are from LW. This obviously was my way to be self
sufficient on enchants (and stockpile for alts) and still benefits from engineering. Can buy it if you want. Just curious as to what you all are doing? 2019: Page added. Introduction This guide will aim to provide you with a clear skill and gear path to max level in WoW Classic. As a Rogue, a large chunk of your damage comes from auto attacks and some
of your important abilities scale off of weapon damage, such as Backstab. Engineering is the #1 pvp and pve profession. 7. Specialization Choices for Leveling Rogues Rogues have three talent trees: Assassination, Combat, and Subtlety. Drop Mining for Enchanting . 2. If you don’t wpvp or care about it I would go Alc/Herb for good gold profits and
also to make your own reagents. Changelog 11 Sep. I honestly can’t remember. Here, you will learn how to efficiently level your Rogue all the way to Level 60. Same goes for Skinning- guilds don’t need more than a couple raiders with 315 skinning to grab Ony Scales, Core Leather, etc. 1 Like I wanted to go Engineering initially… I don’t remember
the SI7 stuff, could you elaborate? And if you run dungeons those drops will be much better. Show more Show less Need any help? There is also a case to be made for leveling Engineering early on, since its crafts can allow you to immediately solo quests that would otherwise have to wait for later levels. Last updated on Oct 01, 2019 at 01:09 by
Abyssalwave 43 comments General InformationWelcome to our Classic leveling guide for Rogues. 1 Like Can never go wrong with herb/alchemy. I thought they were sold for pretty cheap at si7. 05 Sep. 4. Herbalism and Skinning are great primary professions for a leveling Rogue, allowing you to make extra gold, or accumulate materials that you can
use to level crafting professions later. Rogue Quests guide 6. Or Alchemy for gold. Plus there was no regent tab in vanilla so storing all those mats will require several alts. Finally, as WoW Classic leveling can be long and arduous, we would like to recommend that you befriend people who are also leveling in your zone as you go by, as leveling in a
pair (large groups are not advised due to problems with quest item drop rates and experience splitting) can not only make things faster and safer, but will also provide you with someone to chat with. Important Rogues Quests in WoW Classic Rogues have an extremely important quest that will greatly speed up your leveling process. Our PvP Rogue
guide is where you can find the best PvP builds for Rogue. Congratulations! Congratulations on reaching Level 60! Now that you are max level, we recommend looking at our Talents section and the rest of the guide in order to learn how to play at max level. The DPS Rogue Talent builds guide has the best builds for Level 60 covered. Read our full
guide on weapons by clicking the link below. It is also much more difficult to kill enemies past your level, because you often miss and your attacks glance off of them, due to a mismatch of weapon and defense skills. Sword or Dagger upgrades can greatly improve your leveling speed. The DPS Rogue Rotation guide is where you can read on how to
optimize your PvE damage and how to prioritize your abilities. Herbalism lets you craft your poisons without spending gold and is also a great money maker. I was a LW / Skinner and it wasn’t as lucrative as I hoped, but it LW was somewhat useful early on with crafting gear for myself. Leveling 1-60 as a Rogue 3.1. General Leveling Tips Because the
travel times between quests can be long, and the experience gained by doing quests alone is not always enough to get you to the next zone, you should aim to kill every enemy close to your level that you travel by. Issue is there are better money maker gathering professions vs. next page → However, if you’re not in a rush to max out then I guess you
could do it… very slowly. I remember making a ‘Dreamscale Breastplate’ just cause and did a roll-off for hunters to see who’d get it. Playing with Daggers will lead to higher DPS in groups, but when it comes to solo play it is much more difficult to play, since "Frontstabbing" does not work in Classic. but once raiding a bit that will get replaced as well.
Sword Rogue leveling build While Swords are better for solo play, Daggers are better for group play. Goldmaking Guide for Rogues is a page with details on where / how to farm gold quickly as a Rogue when you are Level 60. Spirit is also a very useful stat while leveling, especially since it increases your health regeneration out of combat. I can’t
remember, was it really that hard to get reagents for abilities? To help towards this goal, you want to buy only the most impactful skills from your trainer (we will provide a list ahead). Thank you in advance! 1 Like I’m having a difficult time as well. DPS Rogue Stats guide contains detailed information on all Rogue stats, including a list of their priority
for damage dealing. It’s also fun to make some of the crazy stuff that no one really has. I remember making a lot of money, as an herbalist, selling those two on the AH. P.S. Come AQ/Naxx LWs will be in demand for Resistance Gear. The best individual pages to read through are as follows. In vanilla I was a rogue engineer. If you were looking for TBC
Classic advice, please refer to our TBC Classic Rogue leveling guide. Engineering / Herbalism at 60. This is covered more in-depth in our Dungeon section. A Combat and Assassination hybrid is the recommended leveling build, due to the access to 2 powerful cooldowns, as well as supporting choices, such as Relentless Strikes, and strong passives.
Also, to reduce travel times as much as possible, you should aim to save enough gold to buy your first mount right after you hit Level 40. 2019: Improved presentation of talent picks by level for Sword build. 1 Like I will say play the professions you enjoy! There are some interesting profit opportunities from LW. It would be extremely difficult to do the
first time out. There are some Pre-Raid BIS items crafted from LW (Devilsaur of course). Raiding guilds will have maybe 1/2 LWs to make key items like Hide of Wild and Ony Scale Cloak. 1. Yeah I need herbing for Blind and the tea for sure… DAMNIT! This is so hard to choose! I keep going back to LW/Skinning just to be able to make gear. Skinning
and LW is not a bad choice early on. 29 Aug. 1 Like I mean if you care at all about wpvp you’ll want eng/whatever. Skinning (Herb/Mining)…people will opt for those if they are trying to maximize ROI. 3.1.1. Professions Learning professions early on is very useful, as you can naturally level them as you go, avoiding extra work at max level. 3.1.3.
Dungeons There is no Dungeon Finder in Classic WoW, so you will have to either find a group using people you know or look for groups in town. We recommend that you learn First Aid as soon as possible for easy self-healing. Însanity: I wanted to go Engineering initially… I don’t remember the SI7 stuff, could you elaborate? 3 Likes
Skinning/Herbalism is my suggestion, as Skinning is a great money maker while leveling and Herbalism is useful not only for the herbs you need for tea/reagents, but also for endgame herbs. It isn’t very useful until the higher levels before raiding, and its expensive to level. Dagger Rogue leveling build 3.
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